BRAND-NEW

Business Unit PVB Technical Resin
of Kuraray Europe Appointed Gurshranjit
Singh as Technical Product Manager
of the Mowital® Brand

Recently, Business Unit PVB Technical
Resin of Kuraray Europe, based in
Frankfurt am Main (Germany), has

© Kuraray Europe

Kuraray Europe GmbH, a global specialty chemicals company and one of the largest suppliers of polymers
and synthetic microfibers for many sectors of industry, has appointed Gurshranjit Singh as Technical Product
Manager of its brand Mowital®.
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Technical Product Manager of its
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to optimization up to its possible
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Moreover, the technical product
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information between the customer
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“As a young, graduated chemical

Born and raised in Germany,

engineer fresh from university, I

®

Gurshranjit Singh graduated as
Chemical Engineer, presenting a thesis

Gurshranjit Singh is the new Technical Product
Manager of Kuraray’s brand Mowital®.
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and know the future of the chemical
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industry. I am watching where the
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raw material for the Mowital® resins.

over the last decades. The purpose

“The various properties, the diverse

Afterwards, he joined Mowital and

of my position is to keep abreast

application of polymers or the

started working in the quality control

of the times, identifying the latest
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trends, innovations and ensure a
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know-how gained while working along

better planet”, states Gurshranjit

Singh.

nearly the entire value chain allowed

Singh.

Gurshranjit Singh started his career

him to quickly hold the position of

at Kuraray Europe as a student

Technical Product Manager.

For further information:

trainee at Kuraray POVAL, which is the

The primary responsibility of a product

www.mowital.com
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